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Record of Discussions 
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No 

1 Fire Protection Principle 

HGNE e)(plained locations of fire clelectors in the reactor building in Japanese ABVIIR 
plant. Basically no fire deleclors inside of RCCV in Japan due to limiled personnel 
access 10 1hat area during operation except mainlenance. O NR commented this was 
acceptable and that juslirlcalion would be needed 10 include how often and under 
what circumstances, and how this access would be controlled. There may be 
alternatives for detection and temporary deledion provided when necessary. 

2 fire Main 

HGNE intended that lire water wiM be supplied through two pumps in UK ABWR. 
ONR requested HGNE 10 consider a case that one pump is nol available due 10 
maintenance and whether failure of t/'le second pump was acceptable. HGNE will 
consider necessity of a redundancy of pumps technically. ONR will confirm the same 
issue in-house as well Ihen respond 10 HGNE. ONR advised anothef possible 
solution is 10 provide a mobile pUmp while one pump is under maintenance 
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3 

4 

HGNE provided arrangement of fixed suppression system for Japanese ABWR and 
fixed suppression system plan for UK ABWR. In Japanese ABWR, it shows C02 
flooding. ONR pointed oul the hazardous effect to human body of C02 however 
HGNE confirmed UK ABWR discharges water spray, water mist instead of C02 for 
the consideration of health and safety aspect 

As a smoke control system, HGNE explained that HGNE intend to provide fire 
dampers which are activated by heal detection (fusible link). ONR suggested that 
HGNE shOuld assess using of smoke detectors as a means to operate dampers 10 
improve response lime 

5 Fire fighting lobby 

HGNE presented an example configuration of a fire fighting lobby that included a 
cable tray duct. ONR advised that cable trays and ducts in fire fighting lobbies were a 
source of concern because they provide a route for smoke and fire to enter a lobby 
that is supposed to be protected. HGNE responded that cable trays could be covered 
or enclosed within the lobby and the cables would be flame resistant and "Iow 
smoke. zero halogen". ONR would like to understand the details but irldicated it likely 
WOuldn't be acceptable. ONR suggested that HGNE consider installing smoke 
detectors inside the lobbies to provide early warning of fire in cable ducts. HGNE 
agreed to assess various measures to address this issue. 

6 Construction fire safety 

7 

8 

ONR accepted HGNE has many decades of construction experiences arld have 
been improving the construction fire safety countermeasures. ONR emphasized that 
fire is the major risk during construction and recommended using HSE-168 guidance 
and HGNE agreed. ONR indicate<! examples of countermeasures in different 
situations such as appropriate sequencing allowing for escape , temporary escape 
routes, temporary fire alarm system. temporary emergency lighting arld so on. HGNE 
agreed 10 consider further measures as part of the construction process, despite 
limited relevance to the GDA process. 

HGNE supposed even well understanding of RQ concept of identify risks and 
mitigate risks. it is difficult to dig into detail due to GOA is still ongoing. Atkins 
confirmed that HGNE have been improving understanding the UK basis safety policy 
and reflect them into design through CDM regulations which Atkins have been 

I i and supporting HGNE since lasl June. ONR ard HGNE agreed CDM 
can support compliance with other regulations in an integrated design 

HGNE confirmed that the statement defined in RQ-ABWR-OI75 refers all 
,b",i" '~ 'ml", I the UK ABWR from design concept 
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